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REACH and FAB: A performance-linked financing framework for measuring impact and setting targets
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Performance-linked financing instruments, such as sovereign sustainability-linked bonds (SLBs), have gained wide popularity in the corporate market, but greenwashing concerns and the lack of additionality have hampered their uptake in the sovereign space. To overcome these stumbling blocks, we need to ensure that the instruments use the right performance metric and set the right targets. The REACH framework (Relative Evaluation And benchmarking) describes the requirements for the key performance indicator (KPI) to ensure (a) that the issuer has strong incentives to perform, and (b) that the investor has credible impact to report. The FAB matrix (feasibility and ambitiousness matrix) helps identify targets that are both feasible and ambitious. It recommends staying away from targets that are low hanging fruits and long shots. We illustrate the REACH framework using Brazilian deforestation and FAB matrix using Senegalese education.

Related:
- Research Paper: Could Sustainability-Linked Bonds Incentivize Lower Deforestation in Brazil’s Legal Amazon?
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